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Supplying Living Raw, Vegan, Organic & Gluten-Free Desserts to The GTA
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Sweet Little Sirin

DELICIOUSLY RAW
ARTFULLY PREPARED
Make a statement with us

Our raw, vegan and gluten-free cakes are rich,
thick, delicately sweet & beautiful from the
inside out. These specialty cakes are deliciously
dense, spongey and completely unique. Enjoying
one of our raw vegan & gluten-free cakes is truly
an experience of it’s own and we are proud to be
one of a very limited few who are are able to
create such desserts with such elegance and style.
Our skilled craftsmanship stands out in the raw
vegan community, creating naturally colourful
icings and intricate cake designs that easily compete with conventional cakes highly processed
icings & synthetic food colours. We have carefully created recipes made to easily withstand room
temperature, taste divine and have the ability to
sculpt bold designs that will surprise and please
both you and your guests.
Our cakes conveniently store in the fridge or freezer with
absolutely no compromise on flavour or texture.

& 100% vegan & Dairy-Free
& 100% Organic or Wild Harvested
& Synthetic Colour Free
& Synthetic Ingreedients Free
& Wheat & Gluten-Free
& GMO Free
& Room Temprature Stable
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Sweet Little Sirin
Premium quality , healthly

rich.

This is not your typical cake. Get ready for something completely new!

Bite-Sized

A tasty cake snack that always hits the spot
Sold by the dozen
Mini Cupcake, ................................................................................. $3.15 ea
Mini Carrot Cake, ........................................................................... $3.15 ea
Bite Sized Cake, Simple Swirl, ..................................................... $3.95 ea
Bite Sized Cake, Complex/filling, ................................................ $4.15 ea

2 1/4” Mini Cakes
A satisfying serving for 1 or 2
Sold by the half dozen
Simple Swirl ..................................................................................
Simple Swirl with Filling .............................................................
Fancy Flower Top, ........................................................................
Fancy Flower Top with Filling .....................................................

Custom Cakes

$8.50 ea
$8.50 ea
$8.95 ea
$8.95 ea

Carrot Cake
4” Carrot Cake Simple Deco (12 Servings) ............................................. $69.35
6” Carrot Cake Simple Deco (16 Servings) ............................................. $79.35
8” Carrot Cake Simple Deco (20 Servings) ............................................. $89.35
10“ Carrot Cake Simple Deco (24 Servings) ........................................... $99.35
Classic Cake Design
4” Cake Simple Deco (8-12 Servings) ....................................................... $76.00
6” Cake Simple Deco (12-16 Servings) ..................................................... $96.00
8” Cake Simple Deco (16-20 Servings) .................................................... $119.00
10“Cake Simple Deco (20-24 Servings) ................................................... $139.00
Custom Cake Design
4” Cake Fancy Deco, with Filling (8-12 Servings) ..................................... $96.00
6” Cake Fancy Deco, with Filling (12-16 Servings) .................................. $116.00
8” Cake Fancy Deco, with Filling (16-20 Servings) .................................. $139.00
10” Cake Fancy Deco, with Filling (20-24 Servings) ................................ $159.00
Custom Character Cake, Simple Shape ........................(Price begins at) $ 120.00
Custom Character Cake, Complex Shape ......................(Price begins at) $ 140.00
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Sweet Little Sirin
THE BENEFITS OF EATING
RAW, VEGAN
GLUTEN-FREE
Change the way you feel
When you heat food over 118F, the heat can cook important vitamins,
minerals and enzymes away from the food. Enzymes are essential for helping
the body to absorb nutrients into the body and has a huge affect on our
digestion. Raw foods are easily processed by the body while cooked foods pass
though our bodies more slowly allowing fermentation and toxins to remain in
the body. Eating live foods gives you more energy because it requires less
energy from the body when being processed while also containing a substantial amount more vitamins, minerals and enzymes. These fresh foods give you
energy, brighten your skin and your mood.

Angela Hill
Raw Vegan Chef & Owner
Sweet Little Sirin

Changing the way we eat absolutely changes the way we feel, think and look
while also adding additional benefits to our planet. Because all of our ingredients are organic, non-gmo or are wild harvested we are investing in sustainable farming practices and our farmers that are conscious of the environmental impact they have on the land.
This is why we choose to use raw ingredients in our cakes & have developed
special recipes to create healthy and delicious results! Eating healthy or raw
shouldn’t prevent you from enjoying yummy desserts and enjoying life!

Order your beautifully raw & healthy custom cake today

All of our cakes conveniently store in the fridge or freezer with absolutely no compromise on flavour or texture.
*Best served at room temprature*

647.678.7474 | Info@SweetLittleSirin.com

